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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years many results have appeared concerning the regularity of
minimizers of integral functionals of the type
F ¤ ; V [ F x , ¤ x , D¤ x dx , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
V
where F: V = R = R N “ R is an integrand satisfying the growth assump-
tion
pr2 pr22 22 2< < < <m q z F F x , u , z F L m q z 1.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
with L ) 1, m G 0, p ) 1.
Roughly speaking two kinds of results are available.
Ž w x.If no other assumption is made on the integrand F, it is known see 7
Ž . 1, pthat condition 1.2 ensures that a W minimizer u is Holder continuousÈ
for some exponent a depending on L, p and N. On the other hand, if F
is assumed to be smooth enough, for instance C 2 with respect to z, and
satisfies a standard ellipticity assumption of the form
N Ž .py2 r22 22 N< < < <D F x , u , z j j G n m q z j ;j g R , 1.3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i j i j
i , js1
Ž w x.one gets that Du is Holder continuous see, e.g., 1, 3, 8, 12 .È
If one is interested only into Lipschitz continuity properties of minimiz-
ers, the situation is somewhat different. In fact a classical result due to
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Ž w x.Hartman and Stampacchia see 11 says that at least when the integrand
depends only on Du, the convexity of F, together with the so called
``bounded slope'' condition, yields the global boundedness of the gradient
w xof a minimizer u. In the same spirit in 5 it has been proven that if
Ž . Ž .F s F z satisfies 1.2 and
pr222 < <F z s n m q z q f z ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where n ) 0 and f z is a convex function such that
pr222 < <0 F f z F L m q zŽ . Ž .
then every local minimizer is locally Lipschitz.
At this point it is natural to investigate whether such a result also holds
Ž .in the general case 1.1 . It is clear that now a continuity assumption with
respect to x and u should be required. In fact it is well known that even in
Ž . Ž . < < 2 Ž . Ž .two dimensions, taking F x, z s a x z with l F a x F L, if a x is
not continuous, then local minimizers are only a-Holder continuous withÈ
Ž w x.'a s lrL see 13 .
Ž .In this paper we study functionals of the type 1.1 , where F is uniformly
Ž . Ž Ž . .continuous in x, u with respect to z see condition F in Section 3 . We3
do not make any differentiability assumption on F and in particular we do
Ž .not require an ellipticity condition of the type 1.3 . Instead we shall
Ž . Žassume that F x, u, z can be split as above uniformly with respect to
Ž ..x, u Under these assumptions we cannot expect minimizers to be
Ž . ŽLipschitz continuous see Example 3.2 . However, we prove see Theorem
. Ž .3.1 that every minimizer of functional 1.1 is locally Holder continuousÈ
for any a - 1.
The proof of our result goes as follows. We consider first the case when
0, a Ž .F only depends on x and z. In this case we prove that u g C V for allloc
a - 1 and we show that the Holder estimates on u only depend on theÈ
Ž .constants L and n above see Theorem 2.5 . We notice that when
Ž .F s F x, u, z we cannot reduce to the previous case by the standard
device of ``freezing'' the functional with respect to the variable u, since we
lack the ellipticity assumption on F needed in order to make this argu-
ment work. This difficulty is instead overcome by an approximation argu-
ment based on a variational principle due to Ekeland.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
N Ž .In the sequel V will denote a bounded open set in R , B x the ballR 0
 N < < 4 Ž .x g R : x y x - R ; we shall write B in place of B x if no confu-0 R R 0
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sion may arise. If f is an integrable function we set
1
f [ f x dx s f x dxŽ . Ž .e Hx , R0 < <BŽ . Ž .B x B xRR 0 R 0
< < Nwhere B s v R is the Lebesgue measure of the ball. The letter c willR N
stand for a generic constant that may vary from line to line.
If u is a Holder continuous function on A ; V with exponent 0 - a - 1È
w xwe shall denote by u the Holder constant of u in A, i.e.,Èa , A
< <u x y u yŽ . Ž .w xu [ sup : x , y g A , x / y .a , A a½ 5< <x y y
We recall the following definition.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. Let us consider the functional 1.1 . A function u g
1, pŽ .W V is a Q-minimizer of F if there exists Q G 1 such thatloc
F u; K F QF ¤ ; KŽ . Ž .
1, pŽ . Ž .for any ¤ g W V , with K s spt u y ¤ ;; V. If the above inequalityloc
is satisfied with Q s 1, then u is said a local minimizer of F.
Ž .In this section we shall assume that the integrand in 1.1 depends only
on x and z. Under this assumption we shall prove that local minimizers
are a-Holder continuous for all a - 1 and establish a local estimate of theÈ
Holder constant of u which will be useful in the next section where theÈ
general case will be considered.
Let G: V = R N “ R be a continuous function such that for any x, y g
V and z g R N the following properties hold:
pr222 < <G G x , z s n m q z q g x , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
pr222 < <G 0 F g x , z F L m q z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2
pr222< < < < < <G g x , z y g y , z F v x y y m q z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3
w . w .where g is convex in z and v: 0, q‘ “ 0, q‘ is a continuous, not
Ž .decreasing, bounded function with v 0 s 0.
Here n ) 0, m G 0, p ) 1. It is not restrictive, as we shall do in the sequel,
to assume also m F 1.
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1, pŽ .If u g W V , A ; V we setloc
G u; A [ G x , Du x dx. 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
A
Let us start with a simple algebraic lemma.
LEMMA 2.2. If p ) 1 there exists a constant c such that for any m G 0,
j , h g R N
Ž .pr2 pr2 py2 r22 2 2 2 22 2 2< < < < < < < < < <m q j F c m q h q c m q j q h j y h .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. For all p ) 1 we have the elementary inequality
< < p py1 < < p < < py2 < < 2j F 2 h q j y h j y h 2.2Ž .Ž .
from which the thesis immediately follows when p G 2.
< < < <Let us consider the case 1 - p - 2. If j - 2 h q m, the claim is
obvious; otherwise we have
1 1
< < < < < < < < < < < <j y h G j y h G j q m G j q h q m .Ž . Ž .
2 4
< < py2 Ž .Using this inequality to estimate j y h in 2.2 we get
py2p p 2py1 2yp< < < < < < < < < <j F 2 h q 4 j q h q m j y hŽ .
and the thesis follows.
Ž . NPROPOSITION 2.3. Let G: B x = R “ R be a continuous functionR 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2satisfying G , G , G , of class C with respect to z. Let u g1 2 3
1, pŽ Ž ..W B x be a minimizer of the functionalR 0
< <H w ; B x [ G x , Dw dx q q Dw y Du dx 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H HR 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .B x B xR 0 R 0
1, pŽ Ž ..in its Dirichlet class u q W B x , for some q G 0 and u g0 R 0 0 0
1, pŽ Ž ..W B x . Then for any D - RR 0
NDpr2 pr22 22 2< < < <m q Du dx F c q v R m q Du dxŽ .Ž . Ž .H Hž /RŽ . Ž .B x B xD 0 R 0
q prŽ py1.0 Nq R .Ž .1r py1
v RŽ .
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Proof. We start by observing that since for all x g B the functionR
Ž . 2Ž N .z ‹ G x, z is C R then
N Ž .py2 r22 22 < < < <D G x , z j j G n m q z jŽ . Ž .Ý i j i j
i , js1
N 1, pŽ .for any x g V, z, j g R . Let ¤ be the minimizer in u q W B of0 R
G w ; B [ G x , Dw dx.Ž . Ž .H0 R 0
BR
Ž . w xThe function z ‹ G x , z satisfies the assumptions of 5, Theorem 2.2 ;0
hence from this result it follows that ¤ is locally Lipschitz in B and thatR
the following estimate holds
NDpr2 pr22 22 2< < < <m q D¤ dx F c m q D¤ dxŽ . Ž .H Hž /RB BD R
Ž .for all D - R. This inequality, together with the minimality of ¤ , G , and1
Ž .G implies2
NDpr2 pr22 22 2< < < <m q D¤ dx F c m q Du dx. 2.4Ž .Ž . Ž .H Hž /RB BD R
Ž .Using Lemma 2.2 and 2.4 we have
pr222 < <m q Du dxŽ .H
BD
pr222 < <F c m q D¤ dxŽ .H
BD
Ž .py2 r22 2 22 < < < < < <q c m q Du q D¤ Du y D¤ dxŽ .H
BD
ND pr222 < <F c m q Du dxŽ .Hž /R BR
Ž .py2 r22 2 22 < < < < < <q c m q Du q D¤ Du y D¤ dx 2.5Ž .Ž .H
BR
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and the last integral can be controlled, using the minimality of ¤ , as
follows:
G u; B y G ¤ ; BŽ . Ž .0 R 0 R
s G x , Du y G x , D¤ dxŽ . Ž .H 0 0
BR
s D G x , D¤ D u y D ¤ dxŽ . Ž .H i 0 i i
BR
1
q 1 y t D G x , 1 y t D¤ q tDuŽ . Ž .Ž .H H i j 0
B 0R
= D u y D ¤ D u y D ¤ dt dxŽ . Ž .i i j j
Ž .1 py2 r22 22 < < < <G n 1 y t m q 1 y t D¤ q tDu Du y D¤ dt dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H H
B 0R
Ž .py2 r22 2 22 < < < < < <G cn m q Du q D¤ Du y D¤ dx.Ž .H
BR
This inequality, together with the assumptions on G and the minimality of
u and ¤ , yields
Ž .py2 r22 2 22 < < < < < <cn m q Du q D¤ Du y D¤ dxŽ .H
BR
F G x , Du y G x , Du dxŽ . Ž .H 0
BR
q G x , D¤ y G x , D¤ dxŽ . Ž .H 0
BR
< <q G x , Du q q Du y DuŽ .H 0 0
BR
< <yG x , D¤ y q D¤ y Du dxŽ . 0 0
< < < <q q D¤ y Du y Du y Du dxŽ .H0 0 0
BR
pr222 < < < <F cv R m q Du dx q q D¤ y Du dx.Ž . Ž .H H0
B BR R
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Ž .Finally the thesis follows from this inequality and 2.5 if we observe that
< <cq D¤ y Du dxÄ H0
BR
q prŽ py1.0 pN p py1 < <F R q c v v R D¤ y Du dxŽ .Ä HNŽ .1r py1
Bv RŽ . R
q prŽ py1. pr20 2N 2 < <F R q cv R m q Du dx.Ž . Ž .HŽ .1r py1
Bv RŽ . R
In the next proposition we prove an analogous result using an approxi-
mation argument that allows us to remove the differentiability assumption
on G.
Ž . N Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G: B x = R “ R satisfy G , G , andR 0 1 2
Ž .G . If q , u , and u are as in Proposition 2.3, then for any D - R3 0 0
pr222 < <m q Du dxŽ .H
Ž .B xD 0
ND pr22 22 < < < <F c q v R m q Du q Du dxŽ . Ž .H 0ž /R Ž .B xR 0
2q prŽ py1.0 Nq R . 2.6Ž .Ž .1r py1
v RŽ .
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.3 when the center of a ball is
Ž .not indicated it is understood that the ball is centered in x . Let G be0 h
the sequence of continuous functions in B = R N defined byR
1
G x , z [ r w G x , z q w dwŽ . Ž .Hh ž /hŽ .B 01
where r is a positive radially symmetric mollifier. Using the same argu-
w xments as in 5, Lemma 2.4 it is easy to check that the functions G satisfyh
Ž . 2Ž N .the assumptions of Proposition 2.3. More precisely G x, ? g C R forh
all h g N and there exists a constant c ) 1 not depending on h such that
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for any x, y g V, z, j g R N
pr2u 1 22 < <G x , z s m q q z q g x , z ,Ž . Ž .h h2ž /c h
pr21 22 < <0 F g x , z F c L, u m q q zŽ . Ž .h 2ž /h
pr21 22< < < < < <g x , z y g y , z F cv x y y m q q z .Ž . Ž . Ž .h h 2ž /h
Ž . NNotice that G converges uniformly to G on compact subsets of B = R .h R
1, pŽ .For every h g N let u be the minimizer in u q W B of the func-h 0 R
tional
< <w ‹ G x , Dw dx q q Dw y Du dx.Ž .H Hh 0 0
B BR R
Then there exists C depending on L, n , p, N, and q , but not on h, such0
that
< < p < < p < < pDu dx F C Dw q Du q 1 dxŽ .H Hh 0
B BR R
1, pŽ .for any w g u q W B . In particular we have that0 R
< < p < < p < < pDu dx F C Du q Du q 1 dx ; 2.7Ž .Ž .H Hh 0
B BR R
Ž . 1, pŽ .hence the sequence u is bounded in W B . Thus, passing eventuallyh R
to a subsequence, we may assume that a function u g u q W 1, p exists‘ 0
1, pŽ .such that u “ u weakly in W B . Moreover the minimality of uh ‘ R h
easily implies that u is a Q-minimizer ofh
< < p < <w ‹ Dw q Du q 1 dx ,Ž .H 0
BR
1, pt Ž .so there exist t ) 1 and c ) 0 such that u g W B for any h g N.h loc R
Ž . Ž .More precisely, for any ball B x ; B x the following inequality holdsD 1 R 0
Ž w x.see 7, Theorem 3.1
1rt
pt p p< < < < < <Du dx F c Du q Du q 1 dxŽ .e eh h 0ž /Ž . Ž .B x B xD r2 1 D 1
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Ž .which, together with 2.7 , implies that for any D - R
1rt
pt p p< < < < < <Du dx F c D , R Du q Du q 1 dx. 2.8Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hh 0ž /B BD R
Let us now prove that u s u. Fix D - R and observe that the functional‘
Ž .H defined in 2.3 is lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak
1, p Ž .topology of W . Remembering that G converges to G uniformly onh
compact subsets of B = R N, we have that for any k ) 0R
< <H u ; B F lim inf G x , Du q q Du y Du dxŽ .Ž . H‘ D h 0 h 0
h“‘ BD
F lim sup G x , Du dxŽ .H h
 < < 4B l Du )kh“‘ D h
q lim sup G x , Du dxŽ .H h h
 < < 4B l Du Fkh“‘ D h
< <q q Du y Du dx .H 0 h 0
BD
Ž .So, from the minimality of u , it follows thath
1rt
t p Žty1.rt< < < < < <H u ; B F c lim sup 1 q Du dx B l Du ) k 4Ž . Ž .H‘ D h D h
Bh“‘ D
< <q lim sup G x , Du q q Du y Du dxŽ .H h 0 0
Bh“‘ R
pŽ1yt . < <t pF ck lim sup 1 q Du dx q G x , Du dxŽ .Ž .H Hh
B Bh“‘ D R
< <q q Du y Du dx ,H 0 0
BR
Ž .that together with 2.8 implies
H u ; B F ck pŽ1yt . q H u; B .Ž .Ž .‘ D R
Finally as k “ ‘ and then D “ R we obtain
H u ; B F H u; BŽ . Ž .‘ R R
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Ž .which implies u s u in B , since by G the functional H is strictly‘ R 1
convex.
Now we can apply Proposition 2.3 on any u ; moreover, using theh
minimality of u and letting h “ ‘, we haveh
pr222 < <m q Du dxŽ .H
BD
pr21 22 < <F lim inf m q q Du dxH h2ž /hh“‘ BD
pr2ND 1 22 < <F lim inf c q v R m q q Du dxŽ . H h2ž / ž /R hh“‘ BR
q prŽ py1.0 Nq RŽ .1r py1
v RŽ .
ND pr222 < < < <F c q v R m q Du q q Du y Du dxŽ . Ž .H 0 0ž /R BR
q prŽ py1.0 Nq R .Ž .1r py1
v RŽ .
< <Estimating cq H Du y Du as in the proof of Proposition 2.3, we obtainÄ 0 B 0R
the thesis.
As a corollary of this proposition we state the following regularity result.
1, pŽ .THEOREM 2.5. Let G be as in Proposition 2.4 and u g W V be aloc
Ž .local minimizer of functional G defined as in 2.1 . For any 0 - d - N there
exists a constant c , depending on L, n , p, N, d , and on the diameter of V,d
Ž .such that if B x ; V then for any 0 - D - RR 0
NydDpr2 pr22 22 2< < < <m q Du dx F c m q Du dx.Ž . Ž .H Hd ž /RŽ . Ž .B x B xD 0 R 0
0, a Ž .In particular u g C V for any a - 1.loc
Proof. Proposition 2.4, applied with q s 0, implies that for any D - R0
NDpr2 pr22 22 2< < < <m q Du dx F c q v R m q Du dx.Ž .Ž . Ž .H Hž /RB BD R
Ž w x.Fixed d ) 0, a standard iteration argument see 6, p. 170 leads to the
existence of two positive constants R , c for which the assertion holds ifd d
D - R F R . From this the result easily follows.d
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Ž w x.The following result, due in this form to Ekeland see 2 , will be used
in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Ž .LEMMA 2.6. Let V, d be a complete metric space and I : V “
Ž xy‘, q‘ a lower semicontinuous functional such that
inf I is finite.
V
Gi¤en e ) 0, let u g V be such that
I u F inf I q e .Ž .
V
Then there exists ¤ g V satisfying the following properties:
Ž . Ž .i d u, ¤ F 1,
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii I ¤ F I u ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii ¤ is a minimizer of the functional w ‹ I w q e d ¤ , w .
We conclude this section by proving a higher integrability result up to
Ž w x.the boundary see also 10 .
Ž . NLEMMA 2.7. Let G: B x = R “ R be a continuous function such2 R 0
Ž 2 < < 2 . pr2 Ž . Ž 2 < < 2 . pr2that, for all z, m q z F G z F L m q z . Let us consider
1, qŽ Ž ..u g W B x for a certain q ) p. If ¤ is a minimizer of the functional2 R 0
1, pŽ Ž .. Ž .G in the Dirichlet class u q W B x , then there exist r g p, q and c0 R 0
1, rŽ Ž ..depending on L, p, N, but not on u or R, such that ¤ g W B x andR 0
1rr 1rq
r q< < < <D¤ dx F c 1 q Du dx .Ž .e ež / ž /Ž . Ž .B x B xR 0 2 R 0
Proof. As usual, whenever the center of a ball is not indicated it will be
understood that the ball is centered in x . Let us set0
¤ x if x g B ,Ž . Rw x [Ž . ½ u x if x g B _ B .Ž . 2 R R
Ž .If B x ; B the standard Caccioppoli inequality gives2D 1 R
< < p¤ y ¤ x , 2Dp 1< <D¤ dx F c 1 q dx ,H H pž /DŽ . Ž .B x B xD 1 2D 1
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which implies
prp#
p p#< < < <D¤ dx F c 1 q D¤ dx , 2.9Ž . Ž .e ež /Ž . Ž .B x B xD 1 2D 1
Ž . Ž .with p# s Npr N q p if p G Nr N y 1 , p# s 1 otherwise.
Ž .Let us now consider B x ; B and x g › B . Let us fix D F s - t2D 1 2 R 1 R
Ž . Ž . < <F 2D and h a cutoff function between B x and B x , with Dh Fs 1 t 1
Ž .2r t y s . Observing that u s ¤ on › B , we easily obtainR
< < p¤ y up p< < < <D¤ dx F c 1 q Du q dxH H pž /Ž . Ž . t y sŽ .B x lB B x lBs 1 R 2D 1 R
< < pq c D¤ dx.H
Ž Ž . Ž ..B x _B x lBt 1 s 1 R
Ž wFrom this inequality, arguing in a standard way see the proof of 7,
x.Theorem 3.1 , we get
< < pD¤ dxe
Ž .B x lBD 1 R
< < p¤ y u p< <F c 1 q dx q c Du dxe epž /DŽ . Ž .B x lB B x2D 1 R 2D 1
prp#
p# p< < < <F c 1 q D¤ y Du dx q c Du dx ;Ž .e ež /Ž . Ž .B x lB B x2D 1 R 2D 1
hence it follows that
prp#
p p# p< < < < < <Dw dx F c Dw dx q c 1 q Du dx.Ž .e e ež /Ž . Ž . Ž .B x B x B xD 1 2D 1 2D 1
2.10Ž .
Ž . Ž .Notice that 2.10 holds not only when x g › B and B x ; B but,1 R 2 1 2 RD
Ž . Ž .by 2.9 , also if B x ; B . Let us consider now the case of a ball such2 1 2 RD
Ž . Ž . Ž .that B x l › B is not empty and B x ; B . Fixed x in B x2D 1 R 8D 1 2 R 2 2D 1
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l › B we easily have thatR
< < p N < < pDw dx F 3 Dw dxe e
Ž . Ž .B x B xD 1 3D 2
prp#
p# p< < < <F c Dw dx q c 1 q Du dxŽ .e ež /Ž . Ž .B x B x6D 2 6D 2
prp#
p# p< < < <F c Dw dx q c 1 q Du dx.Ž .e ež /Ž . Ž .B x B x8D 1 8D 1
Ž . Ž .Since this estimate is true for any B x such that B x ; B , itD 1 8D 1 2 R
Ž . Ž .follows with an easy argument that 2.10 holds for any B x such thatD 1
Ž .B x ; B , possibly with a different constant c. The Gehring lemma2D 1 2 R
w x Ž .proved in 6 yields now that if B x ; B , then2D 1 2 R
1rr 1rp
r p< < < <Dw dx F c Dw dxe ež / ž /Ž . Ž .B x B xD 1 2D 1
1rq
q< <q c 1 q Du dx ,Ž .ež /Ž .B x2D 1
with suitable c and p - r - q. In particular we have proved that
1rr 1rp 1rq
r p q< < < < < <D¤ dx F c Dw dx q c 1 q Du dxŽ .e e ež / ž / ž /B B BR 2 R 2 R
1rp 1rq
p q< < < <F c D¤ dx q c 1 q Du dxŽ .e ež / ž /B BR 2 R
1rp 1rq
p q< < < <F c 1 q Du dx q c 1 q Du dxŽ . Ž .e ež / ž /B BR 2 R
and finally the thesis follows.
3. REGULARITY OF LOCAL MINIMIZERS
In this section we study the regularity of local minimizers of a functional
Ž . Nof the type 1.1 , where F: V = R = R “ R is a continuous function
satisfying the following assumptions: for any x, y g V, u, ¤ g R, and
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z g R N
pr222 < <F F x , u , z s n m q z q f x , u , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
pr222 < <F 0 F f x , u , z F L m q z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2
FŽ .3
pr222< < < < < < < <f x , u , z y f y , ¤ , z F v x y y q u y ¤ m q z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w . w .where f is convex in z and v : 0, q‘ “ 0, q‘ is a continuous, not
Ž .decreasing, bounded function with v 0 s 0.
As before, L, n ) 0, 0 F m F 1, p ) 1. Since it is not restrictive, we shall
henceforth assume v to be concave.
We can now state our main result.
THEOREM 3.1. Let F: V = R = R N “ R be a continuous function ¤eri-
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1, pŽ .fying assumptions F , F , and F abo¤e. If u g W V is a local1 2 3 loc
minimizer of the functional
F w ; V [ F x , w x , Dw x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
V
0, a Ž .then u g C V for all a - 1.loc
Proof. Since we want to prove a local result, it is not restrictive to
Ž w x. 1, qŽ .assume that see 7 u g W V for some q ) p and that for any ball
Ž .B x ; VR 1
1rq 1rp
qr2 pr22 22 < < < <m q Du dx F c 1 q Du dx . 3.1Ž .Ž .Ž .e e
Ž . Ž .B x B xRr2 1 R 1
Ž w x. 0, g Ž . Ž .Moreover see 7 we can assume that u g C V for some g g 0, 1 ;
w xthus let us denote simply by u the Holder constant of u in V. Let us fixÈg
Ž . Ž .B x such that B x ; V. As before we shall not indicate the centerR 0 4 R 0
of a ball when it is x .0
Step 1. For any x g B , z g R N we setR
G x , z [ F x , u x , z .Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž .Let G denote the functional defined in 2.1 . Let ¤ be the minimizer of G
1, 1Ž .in u q W B . Using the minimality of u, we have0 R
G u F F ¤ ; BŽ . Ž .R
F G ¤ q F x , ¤ x , D¤ x y F x , u x , D¤ x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ŽH
BR
pr222 < < < <F G ¤ q m q D¤ v ¤ x y u x dx. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H
BR
Ž .Let r g p, q be the exponent given by Lemma 2.7. Using the bounded-
Ž .ness and concavity of v, together with 3.1 , we can control the last
integral as follows:
pr222 < < < <m q D¤ v ¤ x y u x dxŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .H
BR
prr
rr222< < < <F B m q D¤ dxŽ .eR
BR
Ž .ryp rr
rrŽ ryp. < <= v ¤ x y u x dxŽ . Ž .Ž .e
BR
Ž .prq ryp rr
q< < < < < <F c B 1 q Du dx v ¤ x y u x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .e eR
B B2 R R
s < < < < pF cv ¤ x y u x dx 1 q Du dx , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e Hž /B BR 4 R
Ž .with s s r y p rr. Recalling the Caccioppoli inequality for the minimizer
Ž w x.u see 7 , we have
s < < s < <v ¤ y u dx F v cR D¤ y Du dxe ež / ž /B BR R
1rp
ps p < <F v cR D¤ y Du dxež /BR
1rp
ps p < <F v cR 1 q Du dxŽ .ež /BR
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1rpp< <u y u2 Rs pF v cR 1 q dxe pž /ž /RB2 R
1rpps p pgw xF v cR q c u RŽ .g
F v s c Rg .Ž .0
Ž . Ž .Finally this relation, together with 3.2 , 3.3 , and the minimality of ¤ ,
implies
s g < < pG u F inf G q cv c R 1 q Du dx.Ž . Ž .Ž .H0
1, 1Ž . BuqW B 4R0 R
w xStep 2. We argue as in 4 . Let us define
s g < < pH R [ cv c R 1 q Du dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H0
B4R
1, 1Ž .and apply Lemma 2.6 to the space V s u q W B endowed with the0 R
distance
y1r p yNŽ py1.r p < <d w , w [ H R R Dw y Dw dx.Ž . Ž . H1 2 1 2
BR
1, pŽ .Then there exists a function ¤ g u q W B such that0 0 R
< < 1r p NŽ py1.r pDu y D¤ dx F H R R , G ¤ F G u , 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0 0
BR
Ž .py1 rpH RŽ .
< <¤ is a minimizer of G w q Dw y D¤ dx. 3.5Ž . Ž .H0 0NR BR
1, pŽ .The minimality of ¤ implies that for any w g W B0 0 R
G ¤ ; spt w F G ¤ q w ; spt wŽ . Ž .0 0
Ž .py1 rpH RŽ .
< <q D¤ q Dw y D¤ dxŽ .H 0 0NR spt w
1 p< <F G ¤ q w ; spt w q D¤ dxŽ . H0 02 spt w
1 H RŽ .p< < < <q D¤ q Dw dx q c p spt w .Ž .H 0 N2 Rspt w
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From this inequality it easily follows that ¤ is a Q-minimizer, with Q0
depending only on L and p, of the functional
H RŽ .p< <w ‹ Dw q q 1 dxH Nž /RBR
Ž w x. Ž .and then see 7 there exist s g p, q and c ) 0, independent on ¤ ,0
such that
prs H RŽ .s p< < < <D¤ dx F c D¤ dx q c 1 qe e0 0 Nž /ž / RB BRr2 R
< < pF c 1 q Du dx. 3.6Ž . Ž .e
B4R
Ž . Ž . Ž .We remark that the function G satisfies G , G , and G with v1 2 3
replaced by the function v given byÄ
Ž .py1 r2g s gw xv t [ max v t q u t , v c t . 3.7Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ž .g½ 50
Ž .Applying Proposition 2.4 to the functional in 3.5 , with q s0
w Ž . N xŽ py1.r pH R rR and u s ¤ , we have that for any D F Rr20 0
< < p py1 < < p py1 < < pDu dx F 2 D¤ dx q 2 Du y D¤ dxH H H0 0
B B BD D D
ND H RŽ .p< <F c q v R 1 q D¤ dx q cŽ .Ä Ž .H 0 Ž .1r py1ž /R B v RŽ .ÄR
< < pq c Du y D¤ dxH 0
BRr2
ND p< <F c q v R 1 q Du dxŽ . Ž .Ä Hž /R BR
Ž .1r py1 p< <q c v R 1 q Du dxŽ . Ž .Ä H
B4R
< < pq c Du y D¤ dx.H 0
BRr2
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Ž .Finally we have to estimate the last integral. Choosing u g 0, 1 such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .urs q 1 y u s 1rp, using 3.1 , 3.6 , 3.4 , and 3.7 we get
< < pDu y D¤ dxH 0
BRr2
Ž .u prs 1yu p
s< < < < < <F B Du y D¤ dx Du y D¤ dxe eR r2 0 0ž / ž /B BRr2 R r2
1yuu H RŽ .pN < <F cR 1 q Du dxŽ .e Nž /RB4R
Ž . Ž .2 1yu r py1 p< <F c v R 1 q Du dx.Ž . Ž .Ä H
B4R
Ž .So we have proved that if B x ; V and if D F Rr2 then4 R 0
ND dp p< < < <Du dx F c q v R 1 q Du dxŽ . Ž .ÄH H½ 5ž /RŽ . Ž .B x B xD 0 4 R 0
for a certain d ) 0 not depending on R. From this inequality the thesis
Ž w x.easily follows by a standard iteration argument see 6, p. 170 .
We observe that the result stated in Theorem 3.1 is sharp in the sense
that even when F depends only on x and z we cannot expect in general
that local minimizers are locally Lipschitz, as it is shown by the following
example, which is a suitable modification of a well known example con-
Ž wcerning the regularity of classical solutions of Poisson equation see 9,
x.Chap. 4 .
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let D be the unit disk in R2. We define two functions
w, f : D “ R as follows
‘ 1
k kw x , y [ h 2 x , 2 y xy ,Ž . Ž .Ý k q 1ks0
2 k‘ 2
k kf x , y [ Dh 2 x , 2 y xyŽ . Ž .Ý k q 1ks0
kq12 ›h ›h
k k k kq 2 x , 2 y y q 2 x , 2 y x ,Ž . Ž .ž /k q 1 › x › y
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‘Ž 2 . Ž . Ž .with h g C R , h s 1 on D, h x, y F 1 for all x, y and spt h ; D ,0 2
where D is the disk of radius 2 centered at the origin. It is easy to prove2
Ž . Ž .that Dw x, y s f x, y in the classical sense and that f is a continuous
1, 2Ž .function. Now let ¤ g W D be a weak solution of0
› f
D¤ s . 3.8Ž .
› x
› wŽ . Ž . Ž .Since the function u x, y s x, y is a distributional solution of 3.8 it› x
follows that u y ¤ is a distributional solution of Laplace equation; hence it
1, 2Ž .is harmonic in the classical sense. In particular it follows that u g W D .
Hence u is a local minimizer of the functional
2< < ² :F ¤ s D¤ x , y y g x , y , D¤ x , y dx dy ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
D
Ž .with g s 2 f , 0 , which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. However
u is not a Lipschitz function, since
< <u 0, t y u 0, 0Ž . Ž .
lim s ‘.
q tt“0
It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that this result can be
generalized in various directions. A possible extension is provided by the
Ž .next result. Here p* denotes the Sobolev exponent Npr N y p if p - N
and any number greater than 1 if p G N.
1, pŽ .THEOREM 3.3. Let u g W V be a local minimizer of the functionalloc
ÄF w ; V s F x , w x , Dw x dx q h x , w x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H
V V
< Ž . < Žwhere h: V = R “ R is a Caratheodory function such that h x, u F L 1Â
< < t.q u with t - p*, F satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and moreo¤er
F x , u , 0 s min F x , u , z ; x , u g V = R. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
NzgR
0, a Ž .Then u g C V for all a - 1.loc
Proof. The proof of the result closely follows the one of Theorem 3.1.
Henceforth we shall only indicate the necessary changes. Define G and ¤
Ž .as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since u is bounded, from 3.9 we easily
5 5 ‘get by a truncation argument that ¤ is bounded too and ¤ FL ŽB .R
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5 5 ‘u . Arguing as before we obtain thatL ŽB .R
s g < < p NG u F inf G q cv c R 1 q Du dx q cR .Ž . Ž .Ž .H0
1, 1Ž . BuqW B 4R0 R
Defining now
s g < < p NH R [ cv c R 1 q Du dx q cRŽ . Ž .Ž .H0
B4R
and fixed 0 - b - N one can now set
Ž .py1 r2g s g b Ž py1.w xv t [ max v t q u t , v c t , R .Ž . Ž .Ä Ž .g½ 50
With this choice the final estimate becomes
ND dp p Nyb< < < <Du dx F c q v R 1 q Du dx q cRŽ . Ž .ÄH H½ 5ž /RB BD 4 R
w xand again the result follows by the iteration argument in 6, p. 170 , and by
the arbitrary choice of b.
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